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Elections violate rules
presidential candidate Kristin
Wetzel.
''Yes, I was (counting votes),
but there's nothing wrong with
John Drinkwater, · Central's that," said Veness, 20, a public
director of student affairs, said relations major.
last w~ek's student govern"I think that we are taking
ment elections violated many this kind of to the hilt because
of the election codes. _
some people have hurt egos,"
Central's council of probity, she said.
which oversees the BOD, met
Drinkwater said he did not
yesterday to discuss violations feel the election process had
of the codes that occurred dur- been tampered with.
ing the elections and how they
He said he asked Veness to
will be resolved. There had count votes because he felt she
been no decision when this was honest. Drinkwater also
edition of The Observer went said that Veness counted votes
to press.
with Jane Rider, assistant diRanking high on the list of rector of student activities.
complaints issued by presiAustin disagrees.
dential candidate Steve Aus"It takes away from the vatin, 22, a political science ma- lidity of the election," he said.
jor, was that Tracy Veness,
Austin also complained that
representative to student ac- the distribution of absentee
tivities, counted votes. Veness ballots to branch campuses did
had earlier campaigned for not conform to election rules.

by Ian Hamilton
Staff reporter

According to an information
packet given to all candidates,
absentee ballots are to go to offcampus centers five days before
the election.
"That did not happen,"
Drinkwater said. ''There were
some mistakes."
Ballots were delivered by a
Living Group Advisor just two
days before the election.
Absentee ballots are also discussed in Article V, Section 1 of
the Associated Students of Central Washington University
(ASCWU) Constitution.
''The election commission shall
provide for absentee voting to all
members of ASCWU at extension campuses of Central Washington University," according to
that document.

See ELECTl.O NS I page 2

1990 Memorial Day: Total accidents 900, Fatal
accidents seven. Kittitas County Sherrif Bob
McBride and crash dummies Vince and Larry urge
you to have a safe holiday weekend.

Central's future full of deep cuts
by Kristina Hansen
Editor
President Ivory V. Nelson
painted a grim picture for the
coming academic year when
he told faculty Monday
Central's future will be full of
deep cuts in administrative
and faculty positions, and admitted some programs and
classes could be eliminated.
"It's time to act," Nelson said.
Aggressively defending his
plans to contend with the
nearly $3 million in budget
cuts, Nelson said he is streamlining the university by eliminating faculty and administrative positions and will not
fill po~itions following retirement or resignation.
The director of summer school
and the vice provost and dean
of undergraduate studies will
be permanently cut, effective
Sept. 1.
A total of six administrative
positions and six and a half
faculty positions have been
frozen and won't be filled,
Nelson said.
Nelson said he is also reorganizing several faculty an·d administrative positions to
tighten the chain of command
and reduce administrative
costs.
He also told the estimated
200 faculty members to expect
even more cuts and offered no
assurance that any position
vacated would be filled.
Several faculty asked Nelson
to justify freezing and terminating positions resulting in

the elimination of programs
and classes at the expense of
student needs.
"If we put student needs first
with 110 money, it won't work,"
Nelson said. "We're having to
make some tough choices."
Responding to a question regarding increasing tuition as
a way to offset costs, Nelson
said, "We shouldn't put the
cost of education on the students' backs."
''We have to reduce personnel cost," he said.
Nelson pointed out there is
pressure on the budget from
other areas, such as the
chimpanzee lab, the flight
technology program and purchasing equipment.
The psychology animal research facility is still without
operating funds, but the president said the Budget Advisory
Committee is planning to make
a request for enhancement
funds.
"We have a building and we
have a program and we will
support it," Nelson said.
''They (the legislature) gave
us a building, but nothing to
operate with," said Gerald
Stacy, dean of graduate studies.
The recent ruling requiring
Central to pay the city of Ellensburg for fire protection is
another strain on the budget.
Nelson said it's impossible to
fill positions because they are
a recurring cost the university
can't afford, unlike purchasing
equipment like computers,
which he said are a one-time
expense.

by David Zimmerman
Copy editor
Central art students and
faculty voiced their dismay
last week to President Ivory
V. Nelson with his decision
to freeze the department's
only art historian position
following the retirement of
professsor
Quentin
Fitzgerald.
"I'm appalled at the style
(of communication) exhibited
by the president," said Cathy
Nisbet, a graduate art student.
"It's not what one expects."
The action is part ofN el son's
plan to meet the demands of
a two-year budget cut of
nearly $3 million.
Six and a half faculty positions and six administrative
positions have already been
eliminated by Nelson.
Nelson said only $600,000
was taken from this year's
budget, leaving a $1.6 million
cut for next year.
"We're faced with an issue I
can't do anything about,"
Nelson said. "Somewhere we
have to balance (the budget).
I'm not enjoying this, but I
have to make these tough
calls."
One student said cutting
back Central's strengths,
including the art department, would tarnish the
university's reputation.
''You're attacking the lean
of the school instead of the
fat," the student said.

"If the school loses its reputation, people will understand,"
Nelson said. "Anybody can understand tough times."
The decision to freeze the art
historian position may result
in art history classes being
eliminated.
The master of art program,
for example, requires 15 credits in art history to complete.
Because the necessary art history classes will no longer be
offered, students in the program will be forced to restructure their curriculum.
Graduate art student
Kathleen Beehler, 39, is being
forced to rearrange her. curriculum and take two more independent study courses than
she would have originally
needed.
Beehler says this increases
her workload, hassle, and tuition.
"I'm not blaming the department, Beehler said. "But ifthey
had been thinking about this, I
wish they would have mentioned their speculation to me."
Nelson said he made his decision after receiving recommendations from Donald
Schliesman, interim provost,
and Donald Cummings, acting
dean of the College of Letters,
Arts and Sciences.
Cummings said the freezes
are part of an effort to refocus
the university and phase out
its weaknesses. He said the art
historian position eould be reinstated if it became a high
enough priority.
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Sparks.goes 'dry'

Police beat
by Andrew Martin
Staff reporter

An Al-Monty resident
reported her laundry was
taken from the laundry room
Monday. She said she put her
laundry in the dryer and when
she returned it was gone. The
loss was estimated at $100
and police are still investigating.

A woman who crashed
on her bike near Lind Hall
Monday injured her wrist.
She flipped over the handlebars after the front wheel became tangled in a plastic garbage bag being carried by a
Central custodial worker. She
refused a ride to Kittitas Valley Community Hospital but
asked to be driven home so a
parent could take her.

Police asked a 12-yearold boy to leave the SUB
games room Saturday and not
to return since he was not
related to a student or a staff
member. An officer warned.
him trespassing charges could
be brought against him if he ·
returned. The boy complied
and left the building.
Campus police re-

by Jason Goldner

sponded to an alarm that was
activated in Mitchell Hall's
cashier's office Saturday. Ellensburg police assisted campus police in checking ·the
building. The area was secured
and the alarm turned off.

A man with an outstanding warrant from King County
was arrested Saturday when
police stopped him for a traffic
violation. The man was booked
into the Kittitas County Jail.
A Central student reported someone has been vandalizing her car for the last
three weeks. The car, which
was parked in the N-19 lot, had
its radio antenna bent and a
peanut butter and jelly sandwich rubbed on the windshield.
The damage is estimated at
$70. . There are no suspects,
but police are investigating.
Several Central students
were cited for traffic infractions
last week. One was cited for
failure to stop at a stop sign.
Another was cited for speeding
on North Alder. A third student
was .cited because her car had
defective taillights.

A men's Huffy 10-spee
mountain bike was impounded
by police on Saturday after i
was found against the north
wall of Al-Monty Hall.
Police responded to a call
of a man having a seizure a
the southwest softball field.
When the officer arrived the
man was alert but had some
memory loss. He was transported to Kittitas Valley Community Hospital by medics.
Police responded to a
male student in Kamala Hall
Tuesday after he returned to
his room to find two straightened paper clips in his doo
lock. The door was still locked
and no entry had occurred.
There is no suspect, but the
investigation continues.
An ex-boyfriend of
Meisner Hall resident interested in resuming a relationship would not let her leave
the building Tuesday. When
an officer arrived, the man lef:
and she said no threats were
made. Occupants were advised
to call police if it happens
again.

Peter named as WSL president
New position will bring Central positive recognition
by Jill Johnson
Managing editor
Central's student body president, Eric Peter, was recently
elected to serve as president of
the Washington Student Lobby
for the 1992-93 school year.
WSL is an organization comprised ofall four-year Washington state universities. It attempts to present a unified student voice in Olyinpia.
"The Washington Student
Lobby understands the legislative process and is able to make
it work to the students' advantage," said Rep. Ken Jacobsen,
D-Seattle, chair of the House Eric Peter and other WSL members testify before the
Higher Education Committee. state Higher Education Committee in Olympia.
"We [WSL] represent students
on issues dealing with higher
"We will continue to be play- portunity to see the WSL from
education," Peter said.
Peter, 22, a public relations ers as long as we [students] the perspective here in Olymmajor, was elected by the 10 continue to voice our concerns pia.
and continue to speak out," "Ifthey could, then there would
voting members of WSL.
be no doubts as to its signifi"The next few years will be Peter said.
"But we have a big job ahead cant merits."
crucial for higher education,"
Peter said. "Higher education ofus and it will only get harder WSL will begin to develop its
agenda for next year's legislafrom here."
will have to fight for its life."
Both
Peter
and
the
WSL
have
tive session in August, and PePeter is no newcomer to this
fight and has been battling on been praised by state repre- ter is expecting three items to
behalf of higher education sentatives for their work in top the agenda:
• placing a student on the
throughout his term as board of Olympia.
In a memo from the WSL , board of trustees
directors president.
• increasing financial aid
"This year I have developed a Rep. Joseph E. King, DVancouver,
speaker
of
the
packages
passion for representing stu• avoiding increases in tudents," Peter said. "Next year House, and Sen. Albert Bauer,
will be a continuation and a D-Vancouver, senate deputy ition
chance to represent students all minority leader, both voiced Peter said he is confident that
their support ofWSL as a tool with the support of students,
across the state."
for
the students.
the WSL will be a powerful
Peter is encouraged by the
"Eric Peter and the other force during the 1993 legislagrowing recognition WSL is receiving in Olympia and in- members of the Washington tive session.
"WSL is only as effective as
creased participation among Student Lobby did a very effective
job
representing
students
the
students who get involved,"
students.
''The students as a whole, in opposing tuition increases," he said.
Peter is the first Central stuthrough the orchestration of King said.
Bauer,
in
noting
the
effecdent
to be selected as president
Washington Student Lobby,
tiveness
of
WSL,
said,
"I
wish
ofWSL.
bring together a unified front,"
that all students had the opPeter said.

Staff reporter

Sparks Hall, the only all-female residence hall at Central, is being transformed into
a co-ed, alcohol and tobacco
free hall beginning fall quarter. ·
At a meeting May 8, university officials discussed having
next year's residents ofSparks
Hall sign an agreement not to
use alcohol or tobacco while
living in the hall.
This plan was then passed
the following Monday.
Murray Larsen, assistant
vice president of student affairs, and Jim Hollister, director ofhousing services, told
residents of Sparks Hall the
upcoming changes will offer
students the choice of living
in an alcohol and tobacco free
environment.
He also feels students will
be able to govern themselves
and each other so the residence hall staff will not hold
all of the responsibility.
"Our goal is to fill Sparks
next year with persons that
want this option," Larsen said.
Hollister believes the
changes in Sparks Hall will
benefit students who don't
smoke or drink and they can
avoid labels that are placed
on them.
''The stereotypes given to
those who don't drink are so
outdated," Hollister said.
'The intent is to accommodate those who want this environment."
An alcohol and tobacco free

residence hall has been discussed for the last two years
after several residence hall
students and staff m.e mbers
approached Residence Living
and Student Affairs with
suggestions of creating such
an environment.
Twenty percent of the120
students surveyed by Residence Living and Student Affairs during winter quarter
said they would be interested
in an alcohol and tobacco free
environment.
The two departments also
spent time looking into colleges with similar programs.
Michelle Sweetman, 19, an
education major and an LGA
at Hitchcock Hall, feels the
goal for Sparks Hall can be
achieved.
"We're aiming for people to
live here that don't want to
live in environments with alcohol and tobacco," Sweetman
said. Timi Reid, 19, a freshman
special education major living
in Sparks Hall and a finalist
fornextyear's hall staff selection, wants to see the LGAs
urge the residents to become
involved in activities.
"I hope to see programming
to help people feel good about
themselves," Reid said.
"I think the studen ts will
have a positive effect by living
in this environment."
Stacey Desautel, 20, a
graphic design major and an
LGA at Sparks Hall also believes the hall is a good option
for those students who want
to live in that atmosphere.

From ELECTIONS I page 1

Austin said election mishandled
"We have interpreted that as
'upon request,"' Drinkwater
said. He also stressed that in
his opinion, without Steve
Austin's campaign trips to the
branch campuses, there would
have been no need for those
abs en tee ballots.
Austin said the letter of the
law has been violated.
He also said the write-in
candidacy ofKip Anderson, 33,
a political science major who
ran for president, was in violation. Anderson's application
was received May 1, one day
after the primary election, and
technically one day late for
him to become a write-in candidate.
ASCWU bylaws state:
"Write-in candidacy shall be
allowed with the following
criteria: Any write-in candidate must register no later
than 4 p. m., seven days prior
to either an ASCWU regular
or special election and must
pay a fee of $20 in cash to the
election commission."
Drinkwater said, "The election committee on good faith
determined that (it was) a
seven-day period."
Drinkwater also said that if
hours were counted, Anderson
would not have turned in his
application by the deadline.
He said he did not look spe-

cifically at the election code
before accepting Anderson's
application.
Much of the write-in dispute
centers around the primary
election.
"The purpose of the primary
election shall only be to decrease the number of candidates for each individual directorposition to no more than
two per position," according to
ASCWU bylaws.
A major point stressed by
Austin is that if Anderson had
applied a day earlier, he would
have been put on the primary
ballot and this would have
ensured only two presidential
candidates in the general
election.
Drinkwater said that Anderson would not have been
eligible for elimination in the
primaries. He stressed that
Anderson was not an official
candidate, but merely a writein.
A rule banning campaigning
within 100 feet of the polling
place is addressed in the information packet given to all
candidates.
"No candidate who is designated shall be within 100 feet
of any polling place in the
process of supporting or opposing candidate(s)," the
document states.
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Professor is awar
winning autho:r
ten," he said.
"(It is) richly persuasive and
illuminating in its extended
analysis.
''This book belongs in every
Central art professor William V. Dunning can now add library concerned with the
award-winning author to his history of art," McGrath said.
Dunning's book studies the
resume.
A book he wrote,"Changing history of pictorial space in a
Images of Pictorial Space," 2,000 year era, from Grecowas chosen by Choice Maga- Roman to post-modern time.
The book emphasizes six elezine as one of the best acaments of illusion.
demic books of 1992.
It then demonstrates when
''The book is intended to
move students from a sim- an artist puts a different stress
plistic concept of painting to or status on the six elements,
a current, post-modem con- it creates a different image of
a specific century.
cept," Dunning said.
"It tells why the artist would
''They don't have to agree
about what's going on, but I choose that image of space bewant them to know what's cause ofhow the scientists and
going on and understand it." philosophers in that century
Dunning said he wrote the thought about space," Dunbook because when artists ning said.
Dunning wants the people
talk about painting, they always talk about the pictorial who read his book to understand today's current art, inspace in the painting.
Since pictorial space seems cludingpost-modem and postto Dunning the most impor- structuralism, which deal with
tant aspect in today's paint- linguistic aspects contrary to
ings, he was surprised that illusions.
Post-modem art is multithere has never been a study
cultural,
interested in signs,
of its history.
"Nobody had ever done his- pluralist in ideas, and breaks
tory about it (pictorial down ideas of status or hierarchy.
space)," he said.
The book is the required art
"I kept looking and could
text at Stanford University,
never find it."
R.L. McGrath, of Cal-State, and University of
Dartmouth College in New Nevada Las Vegas.
Dunning expects more uniHampshire,
reviewed
versities will purchase the
Dunning's book.
"It is astounding this book book because of the decision
had not already been writ- made by Choice Magazine.
by KyLynn K. Kosoff
Staff reporter

.

BEST WESTERN
•KARAOKE•

Wed •Fri • Sat 9:00PM to ll:OOPM
Contest Fri. 1st. prize recieves $25 gift certificate for dinner at restraunt

This weeks svecials
Fri•••••••••••••••••Spring Thaw $2.50
Sat• .. •••••• ....•.. Watermelon Cooler $2.50
Next Wed .......... LvnchburR Lemonade $2.50

Any Questions Please Call Us

962-7451
Lobby Hours:
Monday-Thursday 9-5
Friday 9-6
Saturday 9-4
Member FDIC . 1990 Security Pacific Bancorporation Northwest
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Graduating minorities celebrate
by Estrella T. Faelnar
Staff reporter
An estimated 65 faculty,
graduating minority students
and their friends and families
attended this year's multi-cultural graduation banquet
Saturday in the Sue Lombard
dining hall.
The evening festivities began
with a social hour at 5 p.m.
followed by a buffet dinner at 6
p.m., musical entertainment,
and keynote speeches from two
Central minority alumni.
Wayne Barnett, director of
theminorityretention program
and head of the banquet's organizing committee, said 74
minorities will graduate from
Central this year.
However, he urged students
to recruit minority family
members and friends to come
to Central.
"(We need) to have them
thinking about education so
that we won't have ... a minority dinner just for a few seventy
graduates... (but) hundreds and
hundreds," he said.
Victoria Alvarado, vocals, and
Ivy Yap,piano, entertained the
group with classical opera performances, after which Barnett
introduced the two guest
speakers.
Former Minority Student
academic adviser Earl Martin,
28, a Central graduate with a
masters degree in psychology,
addressed the graduating students about the challenges they
face in the future.
"Often you will find that there
are two paths that you can
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Rose Lasater and Robert Kyler were among many who
attended the minority banquet Saturday.
take.Sometimesthere'saneasy get recognized for the effort
path and sometimes there's a that we went through to get
hard path, and a lot of times here," she said. "We wanted it
you will take the easy path (Central) to be a little more
because you're scared. But the friendly and a little less hoshard path is where the rewards tile."
are at, so take those risks."
King also expressed her dis"Y ou'v e got to expect appointment at not seeing
struggles," Martin added. Central President Ivory V.
"There's a lot ofpersonal power Nelson present at the banquet.
that comes from being a survi"It's nice to be here at Cenvor. A lot of you (students) are tral right now with some very
survivors-you'vesurvivedthe positive changes going on,"
system of education."
said Murray Larsen, interim
Teresa King, 24, a Central assisant vice president for
graduate with a bachelors de- student affairs. "I feel a lot
gree in mechanical engineer- better about working here
ing technology, discussed her right now. I feel good about
experiences with "injustice" at Ivory Nelson, and I feel good
Central and her activism on about a lot of the people I work
minority issues.
with on the faculty."
"You're either going to have to
"I really hope that a lot more
deal with it, or simply ignore it, white faces will come forward
and I chose to deal with it," she at Central and work harder
said. "I was tired offighting for for issues ofminority students
things all the time."
and all students in general,"
"We (minorities) came here he said. "We have the power,
(Central) to get an education, and we need to use it."
and now that we're here, I think
that it would be nice that we
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OPINION
OBSERVANCE
Take the
heat Nelson
In the last few weeks, President Ivory V. Nelson has
made plans to accommodate and meet the wicked demands
of the massive budget. cuts for the 1993-95 academic year
known.
One by one, each department has been scrutinized to see
what can be cut, permanently eliminated or frozen, and one
by one everyone has lobbied the prez to keep their department or job from being a casuality of scissorhands.
Unfortunately, the most vulnerable departments and
jobs will catch the cuts first. For the first time people may
actually consider putting off retiring -maybe not.
The constant lobbying Nelson has been subjected to has
obviously had a huge effect on his attitude.
At the start of the faculty m'eeting Monday, Nelson made
his crappy attitude known.
His audience sat patiently as Nelson outlined his plans
for the budget. That is, what he knew about it. Several times
Nelson had to refer the technical questions to Courtney
Jones, vice president of business and financial affairs.
Maybe this should have indicated that he needed more
time to make his determination -slow and easy is always a
good approach.
The whole faculty meeting took less than an hour. One
hour to put the cleaver to acedemia. Did student needs have
a pla·ce in the consideration process? I wonder. Everyone:
students, faculty, administration, staff and the community
will be affected by the hard cuts.
As Nelson called for questions from the faculty audience, he unprofessionally let the strain of his short and
intense presidency show. Obviously the decisions were hard
to make, but it's his job to understand everyone is upset and
concerned and he needs to drive with care.

Several times he attacked a person's question with snide
and belligerent remarks-this display was unnecessary and
completely unprofessional. What's that saying, you get more
with honey than vinegar.
One month into the job and Nelson seems to be melting
underthe heat and pressure. This may be standard operating
procedure for him, but he needs to understand the sensitive
nature of his decisions.
If he can't keep it together and take the heat, well, you
know the saying, something about a getting out of the
kitchen.

C'mon Nelson -keep it together. We need you to last and
not burn out because this university deserves to return to its
high standards and strong reputation.
Kristina Hansen, editor
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LETTERS
A call 'to
Central should
clear
learn to run
the air'
I am writing this letter as a
plea to the "powers that be"
regarding "Corruption in the
elections," by Kip Anderson.
I am making an honest and
sincere request that the allegations of impropriety in the
election process be properly
investigated.
I am not suggesting that the
outcome be altered. But I do
feel the students have a right
toknowifthings were handled
inappropriately so that steps
may be taken to prevent
similar problems in the future.
Besides, I'm sure all parties
involved would like to address
these accusations and clear
the air.
Sincerely,
Tracy L. Relic

fair elections

My concern is about the recent ASCWU elections. I do not
consider myself an expert on politics, but am I naive to think
that elections should be run democratically and fairly?
I have heard many conversations, on and off campus, and I
have read Kip's letter to the editor in the last Observer concerning the election violations.
I will be graduating in June of this year, so I have no real
gripes about who will be on the board of directors, but I am
concerned about Central's lack of ability to run a "straight"
election.
I congratulate Ms. Wetzel for becoming the first woman
president of the BOD in the past 4 7 years but I do hope that next
year's election process will hold less corruption than this year's.
I am glad I am leaving an institution that is unable to run its
student body elections fairly, and I feel sorry for the continuing
and incoming students that will have to put up with the crap
this school is handing out in the form of democracy.
Sincerely,
Janel Adderley

Parents, not videos
cause problems
In the May 7 issue of The rock) probably do exacerbate
Observer, both Ms. West's and the problem, the root cause is
the STEPS letter seem to ex- predominantly the emotional
press the underlying assump- and psychological sabotage of
tion that intellectual cogni- all of our lives by our parents.
zance (education) is automatiStop this, and you stop the
cally internalized to become a problem.
part of an individual's psyFinally, I assert the solution
chology.
to this problem will definitely
This is an invalid assump- not be found in ourselves!
tion, as all people have widely There are too many factors
varying capacities to do this. that subtly govern our lives to
Therefore, awareness and trust that our knowledge and
education is only a minor part willpower will suffice.
of sexual assault prophylaxis.
While music videos (not just John H. Gaines
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Grad students deserve recognition
I can understand why
graduates, including the postbaccalaureate students, cannot be included in the honor
roll list· of undergraduate
students, but I cannot understand why graduates cannot
have some sort ofrecognition
at all for their hard work.
I am speaking especially for
the non-advanced graduates
who are working on their second degree.

Graduates or undergraduates all spend time for studying, doing their homework,
tryiug to keep up with the
demands of professors, and
probably the most important
of all, trying to get the highest
grade possible.
The only differences are their
goals and status in school I
am a graduate non-advanced
student (post-baccalaureate)
and working part-time, but I

study darn hard so I can
achieve my goals and hopefully not just with passing
grades but with good ones.
Recognition does not only
make us feel good but it also
helps in motivating us to
achieve. It also helps us evaluate and improve our performance.
I think the school should establish a list per quarter of
advanced and non-advanced

graduates who also work hard
academically. By doing that, it
will create more equality
among all levels of students.
Hopefully President Ivory
Nelson will look into this as
one of the improvements we
need at this university.
Sincerely,
Jessica S. Whitmer

Chem Club p1eas for more science interest
Due to the dedication of some
Central students, the Chemistry Club has had a very rewarding year. We have
learned many lessons, some
very positive, and some very
disturbing. We would like to
share these lessons with the
people of this campus.
Our largest project this year
was traveling to local elementary schools as_ guest
speakers. We performed
simple science demonstrations
and talked about careers in
science. This was done as an
effort to excite young people
about science.
We found however, that most
young-people have to be coaxed
into enjoying science. The
younger students were more
than willing to get their hands

dirty, and explore our world.
This experience brings up the
question,''What happens to us
from 10 to age 20 that makes
most people cringe at the
thought of taking a science
class?"
Chem Club members are
concerned that some students
will graduate from Central
without an adequate background in science. When you
are out in the "real world,"
will you be able to vote as an
informed citizen on environmental issues? It is especially
important that our government leaders and media personnel be able to make educated decisions , as these
people influence our lives more
than we realize.
The apathy that we are

speaking of directly affected
our club's activities this year.
Even though we received national recognition by the
American Chemical Society,
very few people in this area
knew of our work in the elementary schools.
This made it extremely difficult to raise money to attend the ACS conference in San
Francisco. Only three of the
original six students were able
to attend.
Those three went only because of a donation by the
Central Foundation, for which
we are very thankful. Other
avenues that we pursued for
support, including media
support, were met with resistance.
It is a lack of emphasis on

science that holds this nation
back in technological advances. The scientists can't do
it on their own. They need our
support and understanding.
We ask that you think about
that.
Sincerely,
The Chem Club
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Zini.inerman
has head in
an ar1npit
Well, it looks again as if
Zimmerman has got his head
stuck up someone's armpit because the stink sure showed
in his latest cartoon.
I wonder if Zimmerman has
ever bothered to talk to stu- .
dents who have been in these
departments, been a student
of some of the faculty or been
involved with some of the programs being cut.
His latest cartoon does not
give the impression of one who
has delved into matters.
However, the up side of his
cartoon is that in the movie
Edward does create a garden
of beauty which others find
hard to accept.
I believe the direction this
university is taking is one of
improvement
despite
Zimmerman's bawlbaby complaints to the contrary. ·
M. Paula Johnson

We Have
102 Faces • • •

To look great on paper, you need gorgeous type.
Our Macintosh and Compugraphic typsetting system
contains over 102 different typefaces. That's awesome type,
only available from you know who ...

3rd & Main

CE

The CWU Centennial
Banquet and
Concert
IAL

CENTRAL
WASHINGTON

Wellness
Insurance

Banquet
•5:15 pm - Social Hour - Lombard Room
•6:00 pm - Banquet - Sue Lombard Dining Room
All tickets are $12.50

Wed. May 27
9:00 To 3:00
SUB PIT

Health FAIR
Take this opportunity to visit with the many
providers of benefits offered by CWU.
SHIMANE CULTURAL FESTIVAL
AN EVENING OF

MUSIC, DANCE, THEATRE AND ART
FROM THE LEGENDARY HOMELAND
OF JAPANESE CULTURE

Concert
•8: 15 pm - Concert - McConnell Auditorium
General Admission: $5.00 Students: $4.00
Featuring the world premiere of a ·major new work
honoring Central's Centennial, composed by Robert M.
Panerfo and conducted by Wayne S. Hertz

PrograITI
A Salute to
Central's Centennial
Scheherazade
Symphonic Suite, Op. 35

Te Deum

925-1~34

Savings

The Grand Finale to Central's Centennial Year!

UNIVE~SITY

(509)

J. Maxson
CWU Wind Ensemble
N. Rimsky-Korssakoff
CWU Orchestra
Daniel Baldwin, conductor
R. Panerio (World Premiere)
CWU Orchestra
CWU Chorale & Chamber Choir
Wayne S. Hertz, conductor
Waldie Anderson, baritone

Call 963-2752 for ticket information
Banquet deadline is May 25th

MAY 27, 1992, 8 P.M.
MC CONNELL AUDITORIUM
FREE TO THE PUBLIC

KO JIN
The Shimane Cultural
Performed by the Association for the preservation of
Shinto Music-and-Dance.
Odochi :
Taisha-cho
Hikawa-gun. Shimane

Festival affords us a dramatic sampling of Japanese
culture and mythology, replete with . stunning, traditional costuming, traditional instruments and presentation.

OROCHI TAIJI

Dance and music presentations are based on Japanese
my1hology:

Performed by lhe Associalion for the preservation of
Shinto Music-and-Dance,
Fukano : Yoshida-mura
lishi-gun, Shimane

KOJIN is a story based on
lzumo Mythology
OROCHI T AUi is based
on the oldest book in existence in Japanese literJlure
and history. completed in

OKI FOLK
SONG
MEDLEY
Performed by 1he Oki Japanese Folk Song Association (7 villagesofOkicountry)

712A.C.,
OKI
FOLK SONG
MEDLEY offers songs
representative of boatmen
of 13 A.C. - I~ A.C.

..L------------i.
Sponsored by:
International Programs
Anthropology Department
Music Department
Philosophy Department
Theatre Arts Department
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SCENE
Speaker claims Bigfoot lives
summertime because more individuals are out in the woods.
According to Lindley the average "sasquatch" stands approximately eight to 10 feet
tall, walks like a cross-country
skier and has a normal walking stride of 50 inches or more
in length.
"It's an amazing critter, immense in size and extremely
powerful," said Lindley.
"If you ever run into any of
People see them these
animals, don't think that
is 'Harry and the
all the time, but this
Hendersons,"' he warned. the
are afraid to
audience.
When the lecture had contalk about the cluded,
Lindley fielded various
experiences
questions from the audience of
over 90 people.
they've had.
"How come there haven't been
any remains found?" asked
-Kevin Lindley
Torn Mettler, a Central student.
"There have been remains
found, but unfortunately to
According to Lindley and prove the existence of the
other sasquatch specialists, sasquatch, the scientific comBellevue, Kirkland, Eastgate munity wants a body," reand Issaquah are hotbeds for sponded Lindley.
"I'm still skeptical about
sasquatch sightings.
"People see them all the time, sasquatches, but now I have a
but are afraid to talk about the lot to think about," said Central
experiences they've had," said graduate student Ken Bevis.
Lindley urged the audience to
Lindley.
Lindley attested to being remain skeptical, but to also
-aware of over 30 individual look into the history of the
reports in the Eastgate and sasquatch.
"Central keeps a very good
Bellevue areas alone.
He said that a greater amount file of sasquatch information,"
of sightings occur during the he said.
cific Northwest to the inquisitive, yet skeptical audience.
"I would assume that the
sasquatch is a myth and a
legend to most of you here tonight," said Lindley.
"But, ifthere isn't a sasquatch,
then everything I set before
you tonight is a joke."

''

Debbie Reynolds/The Observer

Former Central student presents a drawing of a female Bigfoot during a lecture he gave in
Sue Lombard last Tuesday.

by Amy Giiiespie
Staff reporter

Sue Lombard Hall overflowed
with Central students and Ellensburg community members
last Tuesday evening when a
Pacific Northwest sasquatch

investigator told of the myths
and realities behind the creature called "Bigfoot."
Guest speaker Kevin Lindley,
a 1988 Central graduate, is
currently employed in the financial service busin~ss, but
spends his free time investigating the Bigfoot legend.

"Sasquatch tracking is not my
life or job-it's my hobby," said
Lindley.
Lindley presented nine large
plaster of Paris foot casts from
the sasquatch, some sasquatch
hair samples, video footage,
and a map pinpointing
sasquatch findings in the Pa-

''

Van Doren art sho".V at Spurgeon G_a llery
Drawings and paintings by
graduate student Marcia Van
J?oren are on display May 24 29 at Central's Sarah Spurgeon
Art Gallery across from the
Nicholson Pavillion.

ter of fine arts degree, Van
Doren describes her artworks:
"The women's wo.rld, the complex female arena, the myths
surrounding the distaff domain

''

The women's world, the complex female
arena, the myths surrounding the distaff domain - actual and imaginary compose my work
-Marcia Van Doren

Central graduate Marcia Van Doren's 'Queen of Heans Altarpiece' will be displayed along
with her other drawings and paintings at the Spurgeon An Gallery.

Titled "Distaff Mythologies,"
her show opens Sunday with a
1 p.m. reception.
Gallery hours are 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Tuesday through Friday.
Admission is free.
AcandidateforCentral's mas-

''

- actual and imaginary - compose my work."
She often uses settings full of
fantasy, blending whimsical
and somber overtones, and mixing time frames from her own
life within a single canvas.
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BROOKS, NELSON
TALK ABOUT
CENTRAL'S PRESIDENCY
Two Central presidents,
Ivory Nelson and James
Brooks, will share the spot:
light at a May 26 discussion
about Central's past,
present, and future.
Their lecture is free and
begins Tuesday at 4 p. m. in
the Mary Grupe Center.

'Lethal Weapon 3' tops the box office
This action-packed movie plays in Ellensburg through the weekend
As in the first two "Lethal
Weapon" movies, there are a
number of chase scenes in
"Lethal Weapon 3."
Chases and gunfights are,
however, not what make "Lethal Weapon 3" a great movie.
What makes the movie so en- ·
tertaining is the relationship
between Riggs and Mertow.

by Ian Hamilton
Staff reporter

Mel Gibson, Danny Glover
and Joe Pesci reunite in "Lethal Weapon 3," a surprisingly exciting third chapter
in the series by director Richard Donner.
From the mom.e nt the advertisements hit the airwaves, "Lethal Weapon 3"
promised action, and it delivers it.
A good deal of the action
comes from Martin Riggs,
played by Mel Gibson.
In keeping with tradition,
Riggs is the crazy man.
Riggs drags his partner,
Roger Mertow, played by
Danny Glover, into all sorts
of risky situations.
In the beginning of the film,
Riggs and Mertow are attempting to diffuse a bomb.
Riggs takes a guess, and cuts
the wrong wire, nearly killing Mertow and himself. .
Riggs also initiates several
potentially life-threatening
gunfights through his brand
oflone-.wolfla w enforcement.
As the partner, Mertow is
forced to throw himself into
the action.

LARA LAVI TO PLAY
AT THE BRICK IN
ROSLYN
Warner Brothers artist
Lara Lavi will perform at
the Brick Saloon tommorow
and Saturday.
Combining a love for the
blues, R & B, and country
rock, Lavi has developed an
often energetic, sometimes
heart-wrenching sound.
Tickets are $10 and available at the Brick. Must be
21 or older.

CENTRAL PRESENTS
FOLK MUSIC CONCERT
The Ellensburg Community Choir will have an 8
p.m. concert in the Hertz
Recital Hall Thursday, May
28.
It will be an evening of
folk music from around the
world including music from
Scotland, Korea, Argentina,.
Britain, South Africa, and
America. Admission is free.

''

I thought
this· \Vas the
best one.
It \Vas
hilarious.

_,,

-Todd Heikes

The first film ends - with
Riggs beginning to become
accepted in the Mertow household.
The second film shows Riggs'
becoming more accepted by
. Mertow's family.
Mertow, at this point, is still
not completely comfortable
with Riggs being around the

house.
In "Lethal Weapon 3 ," Riggs
walks in, starts doing his
laundry, and plows through
the refrigerator looking for
orange juice.
No one in the Mertow family seems ·m at ease with the
idea ofRiggs walking through
their kitchen early in the
morning.
What remains is the hilarious verbal sparring between
Riggs and Mertow.
Joe Pesci once again plays
Leo, the obnoxious informant.
Leo, as usual , delivers a barrage of humorous one-liners.
"Lethal Weapon 3" is not
totally predictable, though.
As a matter of fact, most
moviegoers didn't think the
movie was over when the ·

credits showed on the screen.
Newcomer Renee Russo explodes onto the screen as a
tough internal affairs cop~
Throughout the movie, she
beats up bad guys with great
ease.
While "Lethal Weapon 3"
contains some of the same
old tricks, Donner manages
to make them look fresh.
In short, audience members
agree the film is just as entertaining as the first two,
maybe even better.
"I thought this was the best
one," said Todd Heikes, ajunior biology/math education
major from Cashmere. "It was
hilarious!"
"Lethal Weapon 3" plays
through the weekend at the
Liberty Theater.

Clip and save
GREAT FOOD
INCLUDING:

f rem 8 :00 to 1 :00

*Thurs. May 21st •••••Reggae
*Fri. May 22nd •• .. ••••Henry's Ale night
*Wed. May 27th •••• ..Freedom rock & cheap beer
*Thurs. May 28th ....Grateful Dead
*Fri. May 29th ........o/sco and Red Hook night
*Wed. June 3rd ......Led Zepp/in & cheap beer
*Thurs. June 4th •••••Rainier Ice Lager night
*Fri. June 5th ......... Toga night
*Wed. June 10th• .... ?????????
*Thurs. June 11th •••Surprise
*Fri. June 12th ...... wild!!!
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COUPON SPECIAL:
Buy one pizza at regular price and
receive second for half price
Available from 2:00 PM to 10:00 PM Mon. - Sat.
Coupon valid thru June 13 1992
Not valid with other coupons or discounts

CLIP AND SAVE
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Students take advantage of summer break
by Michelle

~cBrlde

Staff reporter

Central students use summer break to their advantage,
whether ifs to continue with
their education, kick back, relax and recuperate, work, or
enjoy the adventure and excitement ofthat good old summer bash.
Spring enrollment for 1991
totaled 6, 780 students and of

those enrolled, 2,287 continued on to summer school. New
summer enrollees added an
additional 568 students for a
total of2,855 summer students
in 1991, according to Mary
Phare, Central's Research
Analyst.
Many students must find
employment for the summer
and the Central student employment office does what it
can to help. The office will put

about 500 students to work this
summer.
The st1,1dents can work for the
dining halls, auxiliary services, ·
the conference center, and P.E
department. The amount of
jobs has declined because of
the hiring freeze caused by
budget cuts, according to the
student employment office.
Many students are still looking for summer jobs, and some
students are already set.

Gretchyn Ehrlich, 21, ajunior, .mate tan while scoping out
is the building manager for the the tans of fellow beachers
merely as a basis for comSUB this summer.
Brenda Conrad, 23, a senior, parison.
Students also participate in
will work at the Campus Unumerous other activities
Totem while going to school.
While many students con- such as playing music in a
tinue with their education band or just hanging out.
Students also return home
through summer months or
are gainfully employed, others to family type situations which
take time off and enjoy the reinstate bonding.
While it is obvious that most
many activities summer offers.
Students pursue interests students have busy summers
such as white water rafting to look forward to, some stuand glacier . skiing at resorts dents prefer to find a nice
like Sun River in Oregon. They shady tree, a good book, an ice
flock to beaches like Ocean cold Pepsi and maybe a blanShores, Washington, where ket in case a good, long nap is
they try to achieve that ulti- necessary.

Local Seattle band 'Pearl
Jalll.' "Will rock Gas Works
Park Saturday afternoon
by Dave Lee
Staff reporter

Celine Stacheli/TheObserver

Central student Mike Platte soaks up some Ellensburg sunshine. Sunbathing is a great
pastime at Central in the summer.

.9Ldoption

BEADS•BEADS•BEADS
• Glass seed beads
• Plated beads
• Glass bugle beads

• Pony-heart beads
• Rochaille beads
•Pearls

•Post-backs
• Fishhook earwires
• Necklace closures
• Leather lac· g & more

d";;;i...JJ.,~

Discover
Birkenstock
Step into Birkenstock footwear,
and find a remarkable blend of
comfort and style. Contoured
footbeds provide cushioning
and support, while your feet
remain free to move naturally.
You'll find colors that
range from
basic to
brilliant.

Local band Pearl Jam will rock
Gas Works Park in Seattle this
Saturday in a free concert to
promote the national program
"Rock the Vote."
The main focus of the concert,
which begins at noon, will be to
motivate people to start voting
in order to make serious
changes that are desperately

Story 600(\J and nursery rliymes,

Cots of time, fove antfjoy await
your6a6y.
Nursery is ready; college fund begun. Eager and devoted
couple seeks newborn (or newborn twins) to cherish.
Favorable home study. Cheryl Tonnes is the warm and caring
caseworker to call at {206) 337-2089--Collect calls accepted.
Please mention our names, Ken and Karen. Confidentiality
rotected.

~DR.

T

MYRON LINDER
DR. SANDY LINDER
.
962-2570
Linder Chirop'ractic Center
1011 N. Alder ... nex~ to campus

needed in our country.
Special booths will be set up
around the park to help educate people on what's going on
and how to get registered to
vote.
Along with Pearl Jam, Seaweed and a host of other Seattle bands will play at the
park.
Those who plan on going
should leave very early Saturday or grab a spot Friday and
wait it out overnight.

~KIM'S

GEMSTONE
CUTTING
fine jewelry - jewelry repair
gem faceting - polishing

HIGH QUALITY
FAST SERVICE
SPECIAL ORDERS

Diamonds - Rubies
Emeralds - SapphireE
Ellensburg Blues
An1ethyst
Semi-precious Stones
, Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Sun.Noon-5
109 W 3rd. 925-4900

100% LIVE Instruction
for the Fall 1992 CPA &CMA Exams

Attend

RIGOS
CPA &CMA Review
Our students averaged 52.1% of
Ellensburg area successful CPA &CMA

! BirkendtKk.,
.:.t.

v

Mundy's
Shoes

4th & Pearl
Downtown Ellensburg
925-9725

candidates on the last exams.

moos
PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATION

PROGMMS.LlD
Our 42 class program is offered
in Bellevue beginning May 31st.

For further 1nformal1on call (206) 624-0716
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SPORTS
Athletics not iJDlnune to·budget cuts
is on, there is only so much the
services and activities fees can
Staff reporter
accumulate," Gary Frederick,
athletic director said.
"What we need to recognize is
In a department boasting a everyone in the university is
place in history, the athletic forced to tighten their belt,
curriculum finds itself victim- we're no different," he said.
ized by state-imposed budget ''What we need to recognize is
cuts, forcing itself to adhere to the need to make more money
these regulations, but wanting and accept the cuts."
to preserve Wildcat athletic
Also a budget cut in its own
history.
right is the slashing of fullIn a golden era of athletics time coaches.
Central has competed at disIn the last 10 years, Central's
tricts and nationals in football, athletic department has gone
volleyball, men's and women's from 15 full-time coaches to
basketball, wrestling, swim.: eight, Frederick -said.
ming, baseball, tennis, and
''This has forced us to hire
track and field.
part-time help," he said.
In an illustrious age of domi''The budget makes us rely
nance the athletic department more on part-time help, and
has conquered obstacles such this in itself is a budget cut."
as no scholarship funding, al.:
Last year, five part-time
leged NAIA violations and cuts coaches accounted for five
in full-time coaches, yet still sports: men's and women's socremains competitive.
cer, baseball, tennis and golf.
In a magical epoch Central
The rise in part-timers also
has solidified recognition in sterns from Central's decision
athletic history.
in the early 1980's to abandon
But, when does the magic end? its tenure system for full-time
When does history cease?
coaches.
That depends on how the 2.5
According to Frederick, that
percent state-forced cut affects decision was made because
athletics.
many people who were hired
The biggest threat to Central's as coaches later went exclu17-sport, soon-to-be-18 sport, sively into teaching, leaving the
program is lack of money. Since department unable to offer
1988, the athletic budget has teaching positions to replaceremained consistent at about ment coaches.
$176,000.
According to Fr~derick, the
Taking out approximately only drawback of part-time
$56, 771 for administration and coaches is they are not always
$46,000forfootball, this leaves available to students.
$73,229 to be split between-16
"When an emergency occurs,
sports.
it is not always when a partSince most of Centrars· fund- tirne coach is on campus," he
ing comes from service and , said.
activities fees, this amount will
With a lack of funds in the
not increase as long as the en- athletic curriculum how can
rollment is capped under the more money be generated?
6,000 student under state limit.
According to Frederick, the
"As long as an enrollment cap budget cuts have forced the
by Heidi Trepanier

athletic program to increase
its fundra,ising efforts. However, this is not done as a whole,
but from the individual programs.
A couple of programs have
already participated in moneymaking projects. For the past
two years, the men's al).d
women's basketball programs,
wrestling program and the
athletic trainers have worked
on carnival rides at the Central Washington State Fair.
The revenue from this event
went into the individual
program's account and used for
the purchase of uniforms,
travel expenses and other

team- related necessities.
Other alternative funding
besides fundraising is involvingthe alumni, Frederick said.
Also, there is always the option that money generation
could come from businesses in
the community. However,
Frederick is not convinced this
would solve the budget problem.
''The problem is our location,"
he said.
"If we were better populated,
we could get more money."
''The thing about a small area
is all the businesses get requests for money; the community is saturated."

Another possible solution to
the budget cuts and saving
money is decreasing the athletic schedule, Frederick said.
"This not only helps the budget cuts, but it also helps the
athletes," he said.
What needs to be. remembered is it doesn't decrease
the schedule to a point where
we can't be competitive,
Frederick said.
"If you cut the schedule to a
certain point where you can't
be competitive, you might as

See BUDGET I page 10

Zenisek has high hopes for recruits
NAIA-caliber players in this
year's (Washington state)
Sports editor
graduating class and several
It's been a busy off-season for of them have a chance to play
right away," said Zenisek.
first-year head football coach
Among the recruits are four
Jeff Zenisek and the Central
who will play in the East-West
football program.
All-State game, including deA total of 31 high school se- fensive lineman Adam Ballard
niors, including three from
from Arlington, offensive lineVancouver's Columbia River
man Michael Henryfrom White
High School and two each from
Swan, tight end Brett Myron
White Swan, White River, Foss
from Stanwood and quarterand Curtis high schools, have
back Brian Jensen from Curtis.
signed letters-of-intent to play
Jen sen passed for more than
football at Central this fall and
3,400
yards the past two seaZenisek couldn't be happier.
sons and comes to Central from
"Its probably our best rethe same school that produced
cruiting class since 1988," said
current 'Cat quarterback Beau
Zenisek.
Baldwin.
The 1988 class, which inAlso among the group is South
cluded first team All-American Whidbey quarterback Reed
Tracy McKenzie, never lost a
Benson, who is a Central Inregular-season game in 35
vestment
Fund (CIF) scholar,.tries. Central takes a 39-game
ship candidate. The CIF proregular-season unbeaten
gram is the major academic
streak into th~ 1992 season.
scholarship program sponsored
Zenisek exP.ects this recruitby the university.
ing .class to contribute to
Among the outstanding deCe~trars winning ways.
fensive recruits is linebacker
"There was a large group of
Scott LeMaster from Columby Ron Munson

bia River. LeMaster earned an in the 190-pound class his seall-state nomination his senior nior year. He won both the
year and was selected all- · "most inspirational" and "team
league both his junior and se- captain" awards in both sports.
Other defensive recrujts innior seasons. He was also a
team captain and he holds the clude five backs and three lineschool bench press record of men.
345 pounds.
As for offensive recruits, Central has received letters from
five linemen, five wide ·receivers, four running backs and
two quarterbacks.
Recruited as an offensive
lineman, Henry was twice selected all-league on offense and
defense. Henry was also voted
to the Associated Press all-state
game. He had 110 tackles, including65 solos and eight sacks
-Jeff Zenisek
his senior season.
Of the five wide receivers
Among the six . other linecoming to Central, two are from .
backers recruited by Central White River.
include, Kyle Hildenbrand
Cory PeloIi was named second
from Cheney.
team all-league wide receiver
Hildenbrand was selected alland honorable mention defenleague and was nominated for
sive back his senior season. He _
the
all-state
game.
caught 56 passes for 1,0~7
Hildenbrand placed third in , yards and seven touchdowns
state in wre·stling his junior
in his junior and senior seasons.
Peloli won both the "coaches"
year and won the state AA title

''It's probably
our best recruiting
class since
1988

''

and "captain" awards. He also
is considered a standout in
baseball and basketball.
The other half of the White
River receiving corps is Rick
Scott.
Scott was named all-league
wide receiver his senior season. He caught 40 passes for
660 yards and scored 13 touchdowns. He won the "most improved" award in basketball
his senior year.
Central's top recruit at running back is B.J. Wilson from
White Swan. Wilson earned
first team all-league honors at
running back and second team
honors at defensive back. He
was voted "outstanding offensive player" and "outstanding
defensive back" for White
Swan. Wilson ran for 1,095
yards and 23 touchdowns his
senior season. ·
Wilson is also an outstanding
track athlete. He holds the 110meter high"hurdles 'record in
his district. He was also the
long jump champion his junior
season (22' 5")~
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Second, the administration
would unquestionably be involved.
·
"But if there is any way to
wen eliminate," he said.
avoid elimination, that's what
John Pearson, head voney- this university will do,"
ban coach said, "We under- Frederick said.
stand that Gary Frederick has "We can run a program on the
asked us to come up with two bare minimum," he said.
budgets."
Frederick also said women's
"One budget using last year's athletics, in particular tuition
criteria, and another five per- waivers, would not be greatly
cent less," he said.
effected.
"Right now, we are trying to
"I don't look for the budget
find things to get along with- cuts to effect women's athletics
out."
adversly," Frederick said.
·
Of course, these are not cureLast year, the total univerall solutions to the budget sity had approximately $1.1
problem.
million dollars in tuition
According to Frederick, pro- waivers. Of that, $91,000 went
grams won't reach the point to womens sports, he said.
where they have more money
''There is still $91,000 worth
than they need, it win only be of money allocation."
an improvement.
"However, the thing to reWith the budget in question, member is as tuition goes up,
a simple solution would ap- waivers get less."
pear to be the elimination of
Looking into the future, and
athletic programs.
possible elimination of proHowever, this is a solution grams as a result ofthe budget,
Frederick does not want to Frederick is confident the
consider.
quality of our athletes will not
"Right now we don't have any be affected.
plans to cut any programs. In "The cuts would usually come
fact, we're adding softball," from the programs where there
Frederick said.
is not high student participa"However, should the service tion," Frederick said.
and activities fees be cut, then
"This won't affect the quality
we might see a change in the of our athletes in the remainprograms offered," he said.
ingprogramswehavetooffer."
Frederick was quick to point
Jason Pepper, returning
before any program would be men's basketban player,said it
cut, two main elements would depends if the quality of athbe involved.
letes is affected by the budget.
First, the school's athletic
"It kind of depends on where ·
committee, which isn't even the player wants to go and
comprised of coaches would where they want to play," he
review the program and any said.
recommendation to eliminate . "It depends on the program."
the act.
"If a player wants to come
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Need a mate for life? Try
placing a personal in the
Observer. Call 963-1026 for
more information.
Don't be a geek. Place a
personal. Call 963-1026.

A display ad In the Observer:
A great way to let us know
you're around. Call 963-1026
for more Information.

It's warm -for their forms ...

Walt Atkinson/The Observer

When ft comes to having fun, "Team Wacky" teammates Sheila Gibbons and Todd Caldwel
seem to know how; lntramurals provide the means to get out and have fun.

here, he will still come here."
Greg Olson, assistant football
coach said, "As long as we
continue to win and continue
to get good athletes, I think
tradition will keep us on top for
awhile."
According to Frederick it is
going to be awhile before budget and athletics is straightened.
Any possible solution the

university can implement,
can't be effective until the
economy of the state has improved and more money is
generated through the services and activities fees, he
said.
"Until these changes are met,
I don't see the operational
budget of sports changing."
Like a prized fighter who gets
knocked out and has to get

back up and face a new round,
the Central athletic department is beginning their new
round.
A new era ofWildcat athletics
is trani?forming, and with the
changes which it derives, a
new history can begin.
"Changes take time,"
Frederick said
·
"Changes take time."
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STUDENTS ALWAYS
RECEIVE 20% OFF
EVERYTHING IN STORE

410 N. PEARL

925-5942

Fort Mac
413 N. Main Ellensburg 962-3587

MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND SPECIALS

LARGE FAMILY
DOME TENT
9'X9' 6' TALL
Reg. 129.95 SALE $99.95

Have a Bar-B-Que Party

ALL TENTS Discounted
3 Person Dome Tents
3'XS' AMERICAN
$5.00 OFF
Flags $9.95
4 Person Dome Tents
-------------------------$10.00 OFF
CAMPING
--..,....-----.

--11-.,...--~~~

SALE ENDS 5-30-92

_ACCESSORIES __

Ken's has all your Bar-B-Que needs.
Briquets
$3.75
Lighter fluid
$1.45 .
Paper Plates, Cups, Plastic Silverware
Bagged Ice

Keystone 1/2 case $4.79
6-pak 12 oz. cans of Coke, Sprite, Diet Coke $1.99

CANTEENS
1.95 •Cool off with Honey Hill Frozen Yogurt in a•
BOTABAGS
6.95
•homemade waffle cone•
DUFFLEBAGS 14.95 C-~ KEN'S AUTO WASHES
HAMMOCKS
7.95 1§1
10th & Alder--210 S. Main

The Observer

Bike clubs offer fun for
more than fair price
neither club has mandatory
membership fees.
Both clubs are open for offroad bikes as well as street
If one enjoys riding one's bikes, but in both cases most
mountain or street bike, there club members ride mountain
are a couple of clubs in Ellens- bikes.
"We offer lots of instruction
burg that would be happy to
·have one.
for beginners on maintenance,
Club La Vie Knob, whose as well as good places to ride,"
name comes from an old road- saidJason Cotter, head ofClub
racing team in France, is an La Vie Knob.
Club La Vie Knob is sponestablished club more than 10
years old. The Central biking sored by the Recycle Bicycle
club (a.k.a.-Cyco Paths) was Shop and boasts around 20
established on the first day of racers and between 20 and 30
recreational riders.
winter quarter.
This Memorial Day weekend
Both clubs offer much of the
same things, one commonality there will be an off-road race
being the importance of fun sponsored by the Tav, G.T. biand good times. Both clubs cycles and the Recycle Bicycle
offer weekly training rides, and Shop.
by Eric Sawyer
Staff reporter

Personals are so cheap! Only
$2.25for1-15 words. How can
you pass up this terrific
bargain. You can't. Call 9631026 for more info.
LONELY? Place a personal in
the Observer. Call 963-1026
for more information.

"This race is-going to be a lot
offun," said Cotter. "It's pretty
lax out there."
The club is respectful of hikers and nature-lovers.
"We went up and down a hiking path and picked up rocks
and other debris that cluttered
the path. We added some rain
gutters along the path to help
avoid erosion and we planted
some grass seeds," said Cotter.
For any information about the
Memorial Day weekend race,
you can contact Jason Cotter
at the Recycle Bicycle Shop.

CLASSIFIEDS
Grand Central Cinema

STARTS FRIDAY

FAR
&

AWAY
A Ron Howard Film
3:40 SAT. & SUN
6:30 & 9:20 DAILY

STARRING:

p

Tom~ruise &..-.-----=~

NiColeKidman

1-15 words $2.25 Wow! How
cheap for a classified! I think
I'll place one. Take a hint call
963-1026 for a classified.

Observer?
The Observer is now accepting applications for the
following paid positions for Fall Quarter, 1992. Applicants
for Editor-in-chief must have prior experience on The
Observer or comparable newspaper experience. Other
positions are open to individuals with an in~erest in
journalism and a willingness to spend the time and
energy to do a good job.

D Photo editor
D Editor-in-chief
D Copy editor
D Managing editor
D Production manager
D News editor
D Scene editor
D Production assistant
D Sports editor
D Advertising sales reps
D Circulation managers

We Are On Cable.
You Need To Hook Us Up.
Get A Hookup For FREE
In Bouillon Hall
Rm. 232 • Weekdays\.. ~
After 1:00.
9\"._
ANSWERS
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To apply, send a letter or resume outlining ~our
qualifications and the position you are seeking to Prof.
L. Gilbert Neal, Adviser, Communication Dept., CWU,
Ellensburg, WA 98926. Application deadline is May 29,
1992.

YH 3111

No a-1 v e )Ill v W• A l v l y .l Nl
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WINDHAM HILL ARTIST. ..

cossu

ROPES COURSE DIRECTOR.
Summer camp, June 21-August 16,
1992. Upper and lower courses, static
belay system. If applicant not currently
certified, will train successful applicant.
Training May 20-22 in Everett area.
Salary plus room and board. 1-800-5488884.
Study Spanish any quarter in
Morelia, Mexico. CWU and Centro
Mexicano Internacional offer Spanish
language and culture elective classes.
The cost is approximately $2,000 per
quarter for tuition, fees, housing, meals,
and excursions. Apply now for summer
or fall! Call Nomi Pearce at 963-3612.
CASH FOR BOOKS
Fourwinds Bookstore (textbooks
excluded). Call Richard 962-2375. 200

E. 4th.
Habla usted espanol? Puede estudiar
en Chile a la Universidad Austral
(Valdivia). Por favor, llamada a la
oficina de Programas lnternacionales:
963-3612.
SUMMER JOBS, Experience of a
lifetime·spend your summer at a co-ed
resident camp on lake Wenatchee.
Two hours east of Seattle. Need;
counselors; Arts &Crafts Director,
Archery Director, Nature Director,
Waterfront Director, Lifeguards, RN and
Maintenance. June 21-August 16, 1992.
Competitive salaries plus room and
board. 1-800-548-8884.

Observer classifieds:
The best way to sell your stuff.
Call 963·1026 to place an ad.

Want To Work
For The

SCOTT
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With Van Manakas

This Saturday at McConnell Auditorium
8 P.M. Tickets are $10.00 at the door...

OR GET
YOUR
TICKETS AT:
KXLEAM& FM
Four Winds Bookstore
Anchor In Time
KOBE
Berry's Department Store
The Stenciled Goose

GETAJOB! ·
Can't you just hear it when
you get home? Does this
cause you stress? Don't
worry. EXPRESS
SERVICES has already done
the looking. We have full
and P/f temporary positions
with hundreds of employers
in Tacoma and S. King Co.
We will keep you as busy as
you want to be, on any shift
you want, and allow you the
flexibility to take time off
when you need it. Oerical
and light
warehouse/production
positions available for any
major.
In Tacoma call (206)
475-6855, S. King Co. call
(206) 850-1344 for
registration details.
Never a fee.

HELP WANTED
Looking for 3
hardworking, motivated
students to help run my
business this summer.
Travel, resume
experience, average
$1830/month. Possible
college credit.

All Majors
3.0 GPA required
Call for more info.
962-4918

•

NOW is your chance to study abroad!
Are you ready to go? Call 963-3612.
FOUND: Article of jewelry found in 2nd
floor women's restroom, Bouillon Hall.
Call 963-2205 to identify.
Study at KYOTO UNIVERSITY of
FOREIGN STUDIES in Japan for one
year. Call now for application information: 963-3612.
Word Processing, Reports,
Resumes, Theses, and
Correspondence.
Reasonable rates. Patti Barnes.
Secretarial Services, Ltd. 962-6378
City of Ellensburg is seeking a Public
Library Director. Salary: $34,585$41, 100 annually. Responsible for all
phases of library operations: Materials
selection, budgeting, personnel
administration, automation, and
community relations. Master's degree in
Library Science required, plus three
years of professional experience.
Application and job description provided
by Personnel Department (5~9) 9627222, 420 N. Pearl, Ellensburg, WA
98926. FAX available. posjtion closes
06/15/92 Women and minorities are
encouraged to apply.
THE CITY OF ELLENSBURG IS AN
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION/EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
Pack your bags and books and take
off! It's time to study abroad! Call 9633612.
SCUBA LESSONS & SUPPLIES
SIGN UP NOW. CONTACT JOHN
MOSER JR. 925·1272

F
A
S
T
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
Fratemities, smxities, student
clubs. Earn up to 11000 in one
week. Plus receive a 1 1CXX>
bonw yourself. And a FREE
WATCHjustfcrcalling l-lm932-051.8 Ext. 65.
ALASKA JOBS
Earn $3,000+/month in Fisheries.
Free Transportation! Room &
Board! Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or
Female. For employment Program
call 1-206-545-4155 ext. 1786

Please place personals. They
will make your life fun and
interesting: You don't have to
be looking for a significant
other. You can place messages to your friends and
lovers. Please call 963-1026
and place a personal. We
really want you to.
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ETC.
wlc1 Kfngclom

THE Crossword

Distributed by Tribune Media Services

By Anthony Rubino, Jr.

, •• Q?fJ•l I~'"~ f1

•

..Dcddc wbaeyoa wana BU'OllE yua open die rcfriauator."--Mo1')' Rubino (my Mom)

The-Wait For Dad-Mom

The-Eat Eat Eat-Mom

I am SOdisappointllld in
youl Why can't you be
more lilce your cousin
Mortimor?I DON'T YOU

1
5
10
14
15
16
17
20

21
22

SPEAK TO ME LIKE THAT

23
24
27
30

OR /'U. .• /'U. •• /.•• OOH

WAIT 11U YOUR FATHER
GETSHOMEll

l

34

35
36
37

The-Do Me A Favor-Mom

The-Wonied-Mom
Now be careful driving!

Honey, before you go, will

Fasten your seat belt.
DO YOU HAVE GAS?/ Don't
play the radio too loud. Is
that jaclcet warm enough?
Do you haw money?
CAllME WHEN YOU GET
THERE/I Don't driw too fast.
Look both ways before
crossing the street! Don't spit
into the windl IJUY LOW,

you
me a Ea-? O.K.
O.K. Newr mind. 111 it
myself, even if it DOES put
me in the gl'«IW. Why should
you
ME a Ea-. I'm just

ao

40
41
42

ao

43

44
45
46
47
49
53

ao

your mother. I ONLY RAISED
you. I only•.•Whar? You'll ao
it? Oh thanks sweetie. Could
you just paint the houM?

SEUHIGllll

58
60
61

The-Cliche-Mom

The-Psychic-Mom

62

YOU PUT DOWN THOSE PflLOWS
1HlS ftlsrANn Surw. It's always
funny until somHody loses an eye.
hltw you cry than I cry. I don't

Don't 1911 me nothing's
wrong. I can 11111 just by
looking at your face that
you got a 0- on your
Geometry exam; you puta
dent in the car on the way
l-;youdidn'tfinish
your lunch; and you're not
wearing clean underwear.

cal'9 WHATBily's Mother lets him
do. I'm nGt Billy's Mother. Oh -8
if Billy jumped off a bridge woulcl
you jump off too? DON'T GET

63
64
65

'

1
2
3
4
5
6

SMAIT WT1H MEI

·by Frank Geary

ACROSS
Verve
Catkin
Church section
Rounded part
Pep
Gold of lsr.
Making a name
in athletics
Supplication
Rialto
Cudgel
Put on
One HossMore frosty
Garbed
Excavation
Tangle
Clever remark
Traveling
first class?
Nitwit
Villain's
expression
Murray or West
Adult pike
Dancer Shearer
Back talk
© 1992, Tribune Media Services
-Jacinto
7 Like omelets
32 Assumed name
Macerate
8 Partner of
33 Units of force
Visitors
neither
35 Coterie
Easyto
9 Shiver
36 Boat: abbr.
understand
38 Garden tool
On a pedestal 10 Cupid
11 - up(make
39 Lasting from
of sorts
jaunty)
Jan. to Dec.
Portico
44 Libertine's
12 Border
- blue
relative
Tarkenton of 13 Formerly once
45 Pompous
18 Green parrot
football
19 Container · 46 Sault - Marie
Chin. club
48 Fairy
23 Probing one
Label again
49 Pith
24 Decay
Cravings
50 "Do - others ..."
25 Follower of
51 Jacket
a certain
DOWN
52 Matted hair
religion
Eur. river
53 Map
26 Garret
Desolate
28 Johnny or Kit 54 - Kazan
Help a crook
55 Concern
29 Qom native
Ciose
56 " - Old Cow·
30 Vehicle
Flying
hand"
Aromatic herb 31 Camel's kin
57 Recrooms
59 Devourer

YEAH BOB

by Oa~ Kluskowslu

Q

Y .

RO'i ~\IELEl'\'s Llf"t·LOtlG. ~<Jr- ~lSl'Tl~ SUTT(, ..-oNT~A.
'(llr..S °'Cl~ S'( />. SIMPLE TVPOG.RA~ICAL (;J(RCIR ON 1\lilR
Pl.Al>I~

TICl<C:TS.

Join a Student Club or Organization!
Approximately one month ago the names of over 60 CWU clubs were p1inted in the Observer. At this time we
would like to present you with an additional 12 clubs which are available for you to participate in.

ASC\VU Recognized

Clubs
Student Veteran's Association
Student Washington Education
Association
\Vind Surfing Club
4X4 Club

Gerontology Society
Psi Chi
Socratic Club
Speech Communication

Adventure Pursuits in Education
Association for Computing I\1achinery
Black Student Union
International Students Association

l~Cil~ U11 U Tlrolllmlk~

Congratulations

To The 1991 - 1992 SUB Uni on Board

Jon Abb

--- - -- -·1

B.A.C.C.H.U.S.

Shawn Christie
J.enna Fisher
Don Helvie
Alan Peet
Michelle Rockwell

(Boost Akoho! Consciousness Concerning the Health of University Students)

'

for being chosen as

l~~~~"~~~~a~y~C~l~ub~o~f~th~e~M~o~n~th~~~~~

Your Time And Dedication To The SUB
Is Very Much Appreciated 11

1

ASS 0 CI ATE D STUDENTS 0 F CENTRAL WA s ·H ING T 0 N UN IVERS IT Y

SUB 106

963·1693 .
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